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Introduction
Olive production is one of the main agriculture practices in Chania.
Objective: Monitor olive groves abandonment in this region among the last 35 years.
Processing: Automatic land-cover classification method using time-series Landsat
and Sentinel 2 data on the Google Earth Engine platform.
Results: Provide clear annual abandonment mapped information and essentially
the timing of the abandonment of the olive groves.
• Once this approach is accurately assessed, the study will include the rest of Crete
island.
 Following, this will promote to reveal the geophysical, socioeconomic, and
sociocultural drivers of agricultural land abandonment, enquire the effects/risks and
eventually build policies .
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Materials & methods
CORINE

The Google Earth Engine (GEE) has emerged as an essential cloudbased platform for land-cover classification:
 Massive amounts of multi-source satellite data
 High-performance computation service (Xie, et al., 2019).
 Data compatibility (import/export) with existing tools

LPIS

LUCAS

ELSTAT
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Landsat/Sentinel2
imagery
Pre-processing:
Cloud/snow masking..

Mapping olive groves

Annual spectral metrics
(NDVI, BSI, TCT)

CORINE/LUCAS/LPIS
Training samples

Random Forest
classification

Annual LandCover maps

Time-series analysis
Spectral signatures

The Hellenic Statistical
Data (ELSTAT)

Distinguishing abandoned from active orchards
Abandonment maps
Accuracy4assessment
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Results
Classification
Training data generation
Different approches are presented to collect training/validation data for the classification

 Use automatically CORINE files (2012/2018) available in GEE platform
 Collect manually consistent features collections (1990-2020) of the different classes using
CORINE/LUCAS/LPIS data
Data introduction
 Introduce the Landsat data collection (Landsat 4/5/7/8) or using individual Landsat data
set (e.g. Landsat 8).
 Depending on the framework followed, we obtain variable results
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Landsat imagery classification using calibration training points
(2017-2020)

Landsat 8 imagery classification using calibration training points
(2017-2020)

Legend

Sentinel 2 imagery classification using calibration training points
(2017-2020)
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Landsat classification using CORINE training/validation data
(2017-2020)

Landsat 8 classification using CORINE training/validation data
(2017-2020)

Sentinel 2 classification using CORINE training/validation data
(2017-2020)

Legend
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Prevision
The next step is considered the major one = Abandonment mapping
First, the ELSTAT data are employed to define areas of population decrease which is considered main reason of
agricultural lands abandonment (He.Yin, et al., 2020).

Then, through time-series analysis, different olive groves will be assessed, we will examin the spectral signature/realtime imagery to decide whether this tree is abandoned or not. LUCAS data are considered as a very good reference in
this step as we have already abandoned olive groves locations.
In fact, based on phenological characteristics, we can define whether the selected olive tree is considered abandoned
or still cultivated. Specific variation pattern of the indices “spectral signature” shows the different key dates of the
vegetation annual cycle (flowering, fruit formation, harvest, pruning).
Two key events are
•

“Removing the undergrowth around the tree” that normally takes
place before harvest (September-December),

• Pruning the tree canopy
 A threshold value of minimum NDVI among this period of time
will be defined to validate the rest of the groves in the study area.
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grove location in 2018 (LUCAS data)
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